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FALL 2012 - Newsletter
CBAY Transcription Services,
Inc. is the technology leader in
medical transcription. Today we
are moving forward to deliver
you the best HIM solutions in
healthcare.

Changes are on the way
The use of technology has never been
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the technology leader for many years.

them we invite you to read our updates

with out user interaction.
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to dare using digital voice recorders

robust document management system

over cassette tapes. In turn we were

that lives in the cloud instead of your
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delivery, via a secure HIPAA complaint

provide greater details, and an iOS
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application that will make another step

we as a sector are entering some
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What in this issue
1. We are launching our new web site.
2. New APP for iPhone and other Apple Devices (Android coming soon.)
3. Why you should upgrade to Web Report Pro today.

We are also cutting the cord for
doctors, as they can now dictate right
over their mobile phone with our DVR
APP. We were the doing what we did
to cassette tapes to the digital recorder.
We are allowing the dictator to have
full control with one device to offload
transcription over the air or via Wi-Fi.

Updated Web Site
Launching.
CBAY Transcription Services, Inc. is
pleased to announce our updated website.
For the clients already on the web version
you most likely notice the new website
upon login. The new site will be going
live later this month. The location of the
login has changed to the upper right hand
corner. If you have any questions please
feel free to contact our support team at
866-295-8583 x746.

iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch
dictation

Why you should upgrade
to Web Report Pro?

We are very pleased to offer the

If you are still one desktop Report Pro we

such as the iPhone, iPad and iPod

strongly encourage you to switch to our all

touch. If you are interested in this

web-based version. This version has some

please contact us today to enable your

great new features that will help your

account. We offer a simple free APP

practice be more efficient and save even

or a top-notch APP ($18.99) that truly

more money. There will be no charge to

work with ease and basically mocks

upgrade to the web-based version until the

a$300 digital recorder.

end of the year.

ability to dictate on all iOS app devices

Reaction to this App has been

The web version brings in some great

outstanding with many providers

things including faxing, from our servers,

already using it. The doctors are now

at no additional cost or hardware to buy,

free to dictate whenever they want

delivery into EMR/EHR systems, iOS

with only needing one device.

dictation support, location based tracking
and many more features.

CBAY iPhone APP.

With the application dictators are now
free to cut the cord from the
computer. The upload happens over
the air by using either Wi-Fi or the
cellar network.

At CBAY Transcription Services, Inc.
we always are looking for ways to
improve the end user experience. Thank
you for ongoing support.

